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1 Introduction

The development of a typology that covers an artistic practise as diverse as generative art—with its close relation to other

approaches, such as electronic media art—is a daunting task. On one hand a theorist can follow a hard line through a series

of works and propose how they can be organized. On the other hand, which is the approach taken here, the aim is not to

form a strict set of types, classes or categories, but develop a conceptual structure for generative art, and its related practises,

that reflects a complex and multifaceted view. I label myself an “electronic media artist”, not because I use electronics

predominately in my practise, but because it is the dominant label for an approximately forty year old approach to art that

reflects my interests in systems, interactivity and autonomy—which are not intrinsically technological concerns. Theorist-

practitioners1 have proposed various approaches that structure the related areas of generative and electronic media art. The

practises emphasized in this paper are electronic and new media, generative, interactive, information, evolutionary, and a-life

art. The aim is to integrate these practises into a conceptual whole where they can be considered in relation to one and other.

In the absence of a suitable label, the field that encompasses all these approaches will be referred to as the broad view.

We begin, in Section 2, with an attempt to define generative art and consider its relation to electronic media art. A significant

portion of this paper, Section 3, is devoted to an explication and discussion of the structures in which these artistic practises

are organized by Lev Manovich, Steven Wilson, David Rokeby, Philip Galanter, Mitchell Whitelaw and Jon McCormack.

These structures are not strict taxonomies or typologies, but are organizational systems in which artworks can be situated and

compared.

The results of an analysis of these organizational systems is discussed in Section 4, where the major features of each, and

its associated practise, are clustered. This analysis indicates that the most prominent features of the broad view include
1No distinction is made between theorists and practitioners, all those discussed in this paper both theorize and practise.
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the degree of autonomy in a system and the role of viewer interaction. A typological space is proposed that follows from

this analysis. This space is composed of dimensions that reflect the major features of the broad view. The purpose of the

typological space is the integration of these diverse approaches in a structure that reflects unexplored areas.

2 What is Generative Art?

Philip Galanter [8] provides a definition of generative art that is materially independent: "Generative art refers to any art

practise where the artist uses a system, such as a set of natural language rules, a computer program, a machine, or other

procedural invention, which is set into motion with some degree of autonomy contributing to or resulting in a completed

work of art." Galanter considers this procedural dependence as a continuation of traditional artistic practises that are rooted

in the representation of nature: “Artists have always learned from nature. A new generation of artists is adapting the very

processes of life to create exciting new works” [9]. Galanter [8] states that generative art is not a subset of “computer art”

but, as a system centred practise, predates it. Therefore Galanter implies that “computer art” is actually a subset of generative

art, as it is dependent on a procedural system that has some degree of autonomy.

My self-labelling as an “electronic media artist” is explained in my masters thesis [2, Section 2.3]. The gist is that electronic

media art is a practise where the day to day work involves engagement in contemporary technology. Contemporary tech-

nology is the technology of the day, ranging from charcoal and cave walls, through mathematics and mechanics, to artificial

intelligence and genetic engineering. My use of the label is meant to reference a history of a technological artistic practise

and situate my work in the context of prominent institutions such as “Ars Electronica” and “The International Symposium on

Electronic Art”. The definition of electronic media art proposed in the thesis fuses and transforms elements from Manovich’s

“principals of new media” [18] and Wilson’s conception of “information arts” [30] and is paraphrased here:

(1) The artwork is intrinsically dependent on its technology. (2) The central principals of the practise are trans-

coding—which implies the representation of, and formal operation (processing) on, those representations—and

automation: Autonomous Processing. (3) The art practise follows from the history of artists using contemporary

technology. (4) The practise has a strong interdisciplinary connection to both science and technology. (5) The

primary material of the artwork is a computational process running on contemporary technology. (6) In interactive

electronic media art installation, standard computer interfaces are replaced by environments and the viewer is

expected to participate. [2]

This definition sets the background for our conception of the broad view and is developed through the remainder of the paper.

A number of these points are directly applicable to Galanter’s definition of generative arts. In particular is (2), “Autonomous

Processing”, which captures the bulk of generative arts. All artistic practises follow from historical traditions, thus (3) is self-

apparent. Galanter does not explicitly define generative art in terms of scientific or technological knowledge (4), but does

state that as “systems are a defining aspect of generative art, complexity science has much to offer the generative artist” [8],

which certainly encourages the use of scientific theories. For Galanter, the essence of generative art is its dependence on
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systems, which corresponds to (5), as computation can manifest in many technologies, not only those of our time. The

notion of interactive art (6) is not discussed by Galanter, but will be elaborated upon in section 3. These mappings between

the essential characteristics of generative and electronic media art indicate that the labels describe overlapping practises.

3 Related Systems of Organization

The proposed typological space that reflects the broad view is explicitly informed by electronic and new media, information,

evolutionary, generative, and a-life art practises. The broadness of this selection is required because the theorist-practitioners

provide complimentary structures that range from historical and research contextualization, to categorization according to

internal mechanism.

Each of the following sections focuses on a particular theorist-practitioner who covers these overlapping approaches to varying

degrees. Starting off the survey are presentations of the rich historical and culturally oriented categorizations of “new media”

and “information art”. Manovich (Section 3.1) conceptualizes “new media” as a continuation of existing media, in particular

cinema, and focuses on interactive aspects. Wilson (Section 3.2) describes “information art” as a reintegration of the historical

division between artistic and scientific fields where artists have a role in contributing to scientific research. His organizational

system situates practises and artworks in the context of contemporary scientific research topics. Rokeby [22] (Section 3.3)

provides a set of “modes of interaction” that centre on the relation between the viewer / interactor / user and the artwork. In

addition to a historical contextualization of generative arts, Galanter [8] (Section 3.4) provides a framework for describing the

behaviour of generative systems from the perspective of complexity theory. Whitelaw [29] (Section 3.5) includes a typology

of “a-life” artworks that is based on their computational structure. McCormack [19] (Section 3.6) provides a consideration

of generative art, specifically evolutionary music and art, in terms of the research purpose that leads to those artworks.

Where the theorist-practitioners cite particular examples of artworks, a selection of those artworks are discussed. Artworks

are selected when they fulfil Galanter’s definition of generative art. In cases where artworks are not cited, an effort is made

to identify an example related to generative art where possible.

3.1 New Media (Manovich)

In “The language of New Media” [18], Manovich describes the essential elements which follow from previous communications

media—in particular cinema. He considers four “principal” aspects of new media artifacts: (1) The interface provides a means

for the user and artifact to interact. (2) The operations are the software processes that constitute the internal mechanisms of

the artifact. (3) The illusions are the images constructed and manipulated by the artifacts. (4) The forms are two essential

mechanisms on which these artifacts are based: the database, and navigable space. These principals emphasize the function

of the media in relation to the user. Manovich defines databases as “. . . collections of items on which the user can perform

various operations—view, navigate, search”, and are seen as “correlates” of narrative structures. Navigable space is a virtual

world provided to the user “. . . to be mapped out by moving through it."
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George Legrady’s “Slippery Traces” [16] is an interactive database narrative. It consists of a large projection and a console

from which the user can interact with the system. The atoms of the narrative are 240 postcards which are interlinked and

classified into 24 categories. The narrative has no beginning—it is initiated with a random image from the database. While

the user navigates through the postcards via hot-spots, the next image is randomly determined and constrained by previously

viewed images. “Slippery Traces” is an interactive system that operates autonomously. The choice of what happens next is

not wholly determined by the user but also by random operations.

Troy Innocent provides a compelling virtual world populated by a-life organisms called “Iconica” [12]. Central to the system

is a visual language: “The primary structures and relationships within the [a-life] model are all described by a unique iconic

language. Any event or object in the world can be described using this language, which is also used by the artificial life forms

to communicate with the user and among themselves” [12]. There are two highly related navigable spaces that are explored

by the user—the spacial world, and the linguistic world. The emphasis of the system is not on an explorable space, the way

Manovich describes it, but on the complex behaviour of the creatures, which change over time.

Manovich makes certain assumptions about new media that are less applicable to generative arts. In particular his emphasis

on the communicative aspects of new media put the user and the interface at the forefront, which are reflected in the “forms”.

Both forms are formal structures that hold “content” that is arranged in such a way that it can be reorganized, with differing

degrees of constraint, by the user. Galanter speaks to how generative art processes are independent of “content”: “In fact

the use of generative methods may have nothing to do with the content of the work at all.” [8] Despite these differences,

Manovich’s conception of new media is relevant to the broad view through its rich historical foundation.

3.2 Information Arts (Wilson)

Wilson’s approach places techno-scientific research at the centre of “information arts”, and the research topic serves as the

organizing principal. Like Manovich, Wilson provides a broad contextualization but emphasizes research over interactivity

and describes the significant historical roots of each research topic. Wilson describes his reasoning for the organizing princi-

pal: “Research has become a center of cultural innovation: its results are radically influencing life and thought. Our culture

needs to participate in defining research agendas, conducting inquiries, and analyzing their meanings” [30]. Wilson affirms

that artistic practises in particular, and humanities in general, can make significant contributions to research.

The categories in Wilson’s organizational system are not mutually exclusive but form a inter-linked network of themes.

This network structure lessens the hierarchical power of the research topics by allowing multiple entry points to a category.

The central emphasis of each of the six major categories are: Biology, Physics, Mathematics, Robots, Telecommunications

and Digital Information Systems. Each of these categories is broken down into a number of subcategories and illustrative

artworks are described for each. Due to the expansive nature of the work only a subset of the material will be covered.

(1) Biology, microbiology, animals, plants, ecology, medicine and the body constitute the first major category. Wilson makes

the link between early biological sciences and artistic practise by citing the detailed studies of nature done by artists during,

and before, the inception of biological science. A-life art, a field closely related to generative art, involves the construction
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of systems that mirror the structures and processes of biological and ecological systems. The link between generative art

and biology is most clear in the use of genetic algorithms that explicitly model natural selection in the service of machine

generated aesthetic objects.

A number of the artistic projects described in this category adhere to Galanter’s definition of generative art. Biological

organisms are systems that manifest unprecedented autonomy once they are viable. The methodologies for manipulating

them are certainly procedural and they are a fertile ground for generative art projects. A notable example is Joe Davis’

“microvenus” [5], where the DNA of E. coli bacteria was manipulated to encode an image of an ancient Germanic rune.

(2) Physics, non-linear systems, nanotechnology, materials science, geology, astronomy, space science, the global positioning

system, and cosmology make up a highly diverse category that emphasizes physicality. The “physical sciences”—physics,

chemistry and astronomy—were once considered the only sciences. Early artists were highly concerned with the construction

of representations of the physical world through artistic study. Of particular interest to generative artists are the sciences of

non-linear systems, chaos, and complexity.

Ned Khan explores fluid dynamics directly in “Fluvial Storm” [4], a glass vessel filled with water and sand. The viewer is

invited to spin the vessel, which causes a complex interaction that results in the generation of spiral dunes. This piece is

inherently interactive in that without viewer participation, the system be static and no dunes would form. This indicates a

lower degree of autonomy; The system is not self-generating but requires external forces to sustain its dynamism.

(3) Mathematics, algorithms, fractals, genetic art and artificial life constitute the category that most closely relates to genera-

tive art. It is concerned with an emphasis on the system itself, independent of the physical material. For Wilson, a notion that

binds all these areas is abstraction: the ability to reduce the details of a phenomenon into its essential elements and construct

a model that can predict or explain the phenomenon. A historical result of abstraction is that “. . . [s]cientists and artists

alike accelerated their interest in attempts to understand and reveal underlying structures, processes and relationships" [30].

Increasing abstraction lead to the decreasing use of bodily senses in scientific observation as objects of study became in-

creasingly invisible—eg. the atom. Simultaneously, artists began to explore representations of the equally invisible, from

concepts to “spiritual essences”. While mathematics are often associated with science and engineering, Wilson points out that

mathematics is “. . . the study of structure, order and relation of any kind” [30], and is not inherently physical or empirical.

He draws a link between artistic and mathematical practise: “. . . mathematicians, like artists, have the opportunity to dream

up arbitrary worlds with their own internally consistent rules unfettered by connections with the conventional world.” The

systems so integral to generative arts are enabled by abstraction and formalized by mathematics.

Roman Verostko identifies himself as an “algorithmic artist”, which could be considered synonymous with generative art due

to its emphasis on the construction of artifacts through procedural systems. Verostko is concerned with form in itself, as

divorced from reality. His work involves a meticulous practise of generating forms through procedural methods. For him, the

output of the system is the artwork, clear in his gold leaf embellishment of “Diamond Lake Apocalypse” [27].

(4) Robots, kinetics and sound installations are grouped into a category concerned with the physical and mechanical relation

between the artwork and the world. For Wilson, robots have become increasingly integrated into popular culture, not simply

through the fictional robots appearing in cinema, but also through increasing numbers of personal encounters. Robotics
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continues to be a particularly active research topic. Wilson traces the interest in “automatons” back to the mechanical,

pneumatic and hydraulic copies of living things, from chess players to defecating ducks, built since 500 b.c.. All the artworks

discussed in this category are physical manifestations of autonomous systems.

Ed Osborn’s “Parabolica” [20] is a sound installation consisting of a miniature electric model train and a complex looping

network of tracks fitted with switches. The train emits a sound-scape as it travels along the track. For each loop, the switches

are randomly reset, which changes the path the train will follow during the next cycle. This work is clearly generative, as the

train randomly follows permutations of paths through the looping network.

(5) Telecommunications are electrical methods of overcoming distance, and are conceptualized as extensions of transporta-

tion technology. Their social aspect makes the politics of identity and representation central issues. The aspect of social

interaction in telecommunication projects often de-emphasize the system, making them less relevant to generative arts. A

project that bridges biology with telecommunications is Ken Goldberg’s “telegarden” [10]. The work consists of a garden that

can be manipulated by an industrial robot. The robot is controlled by participants via a web interface and allows seeds to be

planted. The mechanical aspect of the system does not appear to contain any generative processes, but the whole system,

including the biological reality of the garden, certainly does.

(6) The digital information systems and computers category is highly relevant to generative arts. Information systems en-

able procedural processing on symbols, and are often the basis of generative artworks. Wilson describes these systems as

“the defining technology of the current era”. Early in their introduction, they were applied by artists to the manipulation

of images (computer graphics) and sounds (computer music). Computer graphics could be considered a natural extension

of realism—from linear perspective and illusionistic painting through photography and cinema. Wilson identifies four “lines

of technological imagination” that inform contemporary information systems: (a) Cybernetics and control systems are in-

spired by how animals and machines use information to control behaviour, for example Egyptian pneumatic sculptures. (b)

Automata and robots are mechanical simulations of human and animal life, for example Vaucanson’s duck. (c) Calculation

and statistics involve technologies that compute and store numerical information, for example Babbage’s analytical engine.

(d) Image and sound machines are technologies that record, manipulate and present images and/or sounds, for example

the camera obscura and Egyptian “water-activated instruments”. Wilson describes one possible role for artists in research:

“The artists’ contributions are in the understanding of the phenomenon of interest, devising the algorithms that manifest

that understanding, and organizing and creating computational systems to generate the actual sensual output, for example,

images or music/sound compositions.”

Bill Seaman’s “Passage Sets / One Pulls Pivots At The Tip Of The Tongue” [23] is a generative system that both facilities

the viewer in navigating through an interactive audio-visual poetic space, and alongside creating its own generative version.

Media elements are cross-linked in such a way as to ensure the generation of cohesive poetic combinations, whether driven

by the interactor or randomness.

The breadth of Wilson’s survey is exceptional. It is this coverage that allows generative art2 to be considered in the context

of the broad view, amongst other related practises. Both Wilson and Manovich provide a scaffolding of material for the

2Note that Wilson does not use the term “generative art”
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development of the typological space, which is integrated with ideas in the following sections.

3.3 Transforming Mirrors (Rokeby)

Like Manovich, David Rokeby considers electronic media art a communicative tool, which is enabled by the opacity of

the interface. Interactive art provides a “transforming mirror” through which we see ourselves: “To the degree that the

technology reflects ourselves back recognizably, it provides us with a self-image, a sense of self” [22]. Rokeby describes two

aspects of interactivity between the viewer and the artwork: (1) The act of interpretation is a type of interaction as the viewer

participates in meaning making. (2) Part of this interpretive power is displaced from the viewer directly into the medium. The

former concerns static art, while the latter is the case in overtly interactive art. If a creative process is the iterative removal of

possibilities, then a static artwork results from a reduction of options until there are none left. In interactive art, the process

is stopped part way, such that the remaining choices are left to the interactor to determine. In generative art, the system itself

explores a large space of possibilities, which are also constrained by the artist. Galanter’s conception of generative art does

not preclude the use of interactivity. Interactive and generative art overlap in this aspect: The system designed by the artist

constrains options selected by some external force3—be it the interactor, or a generative algorithm. Rokeby’s four modes of

interaction concern four types of interactive systems:

(1) Navigable structures: The artist constructs an environment that is explored by the interactor spatially. There are significant

constraints on the interactor’s effect on these spaces, as the structure is often static. This constraint is a benefit for the artist:

The degree of artist’s expressive power increases as the viewer’s causal effect decreases. Wide open spaces with no constraints

are often unsatisfying to the interactor: “. . . the interactor’s sense of personal impact on an interactive system grows, up to a

point, as their freedom to affect the system is increasingly limited. The constraints provide a frame of reference, a context. . . ”.

In generative art, this navigable space could be a parameter space for generative algorithms, allowing the interactor to

explore the limits and possibilities of the generative process. Another possibility is the creation of generative architectures

that remain static, but provide multiple points of view from which to appreciate their structure. This would be akin to

Verostko’s structures in virtual sculptural form.

(2) The invention of media: Rather than the artist building a space, she creates a communication channel through which

the interactor can “express themselves creatively”. Such a system is often enjoyed by the interactor because the constraints

in the system encourage play, unlike a wide open system that presents a myriad of choices that can result in performance

anxiety. For technologists, the media is transparent. Any expression through the medium tends to be unintentional, while

“. . . interactive artists intentionally express themselves through the opacities and idiosyncrasies of the media that they create.”

According to Myron Kruger “[i]t is the composition of these relationships between action and response that is important. The

beauty of the visual and aural response is secondary” [14]. It is then the interaction that is the core of the interactive artwork,

not its visual appearance.

Generative processes have often been used in media inventions, for example the complex brushes available in “fractal de-

sign painter”. Generative processes can just as easily be the means through which a media can exhibit “opacities and id-
3This “external force” is external to the artist, not the system.
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iosyncrasies”. If the essential element of interactive art is interaction, the relations between action and response, then this

corresponds to the central essence of generative art, the system, a formal set of relations between symbols. “Interactive Bar

Tables” [17], by Golan Levin, Zachary Lieberman, and others, is an interactive generative system where the interactor plays

with a colony of virtual creatures. The bar-top becomes a virtual “terrarium” where the presence of glasses and contact events

change the behaviour the creatures, including “throwing” them onto nearby bar-tops.

(3) Transforming mirrors: Rokeby cites the myth of Echo and Narcissus: “. . . the interactive artist transforms what is given

by the interactor into an expression of something other.” These “transformed reflections” give expressive power to the artist,

who communicates not through forms, but through the transformation of forms. While engaging with a work, the interactor

becomes aware of the tension between their internal self-image and the image reflected back through the artwork. The

artist often expects some level of surprise from the system, despite having nearly complete control over its behaviour: “This

apparent contradiction between the desire for control and the desire for surprises is common among interactive artists.”

The notion of surprise and the tension between control and emergence is at the core of generative arts practises. Just as

a transforming mirror uses the opacity of the media to express a certain artistic notion, the same can be said of the use of

generative processes, that are chosen and used together in such a way as to express the intention of the artist.

An ideal example of this is Rokeby’s own work “Echoing Narcissus” [21]. The work appears to be a well, constructed of

copper plates and circuit boards. Any sounds produced by the interactor(s) near the well are lowered in frequency and

played through a speaker in the bottom of the well. Stretched over the speaker is a sheet of plastic that reflects the face of

the interactor. The sounds from the speaker change the shape of the plastic, providing a distorted reflection. The work is

simplistic from a generative perspective, but still fits Galanter’s definition. The work is composed of a system of rules that

connect the microphone input to the speaker output and operates autonomously. The complexity of sound waves in the air

interacting with the sheet of plastic is a significant generative aspect.

(4) Automata: Surprise can be problematic in an interactive system where the interactor expects the same response to result

from the same action. Automata are non-interactive; they can exhibit all manners of inconsistency, as they often do not

engage with a particular viewer for a particular purpose. Rokeby describes a teleological desire in this type of work: “The

Holy Grail for these artists is the self-replicating, self-sustaining machine—artificial life.” Rather than reflecting the behaviour

of a particular person, these works often mirror human behaviour itself. For some artists this is a reflection on their own

behaviour—a self-reflexive methodology. In the absence of an interactor, and with still a desire for surprise, generative

processes become important: “These emergent properties. . . represent. . . transcendence of the closed determinism implied by

the technology and the artists’ own limitations.”

The relation between this mode of (non)interaction and generative art is clear. The desire for artificial life, self-replicating and

self-sustaining systems are shared with generative art. Rokeby’s notion that automata are reflections of “human behaviour”

is telling: Often processes are chosen to exhibit a particular aesthetic quality that the artist seeks, but Rokeby states that

automata are models of ourselves. In the open space of generative arts, where an infinity of algorithms exists, this consid-

eration provides a constraining framework in which to situate choices. In the case of Norman White’s “helpless robot” [28],

the system is an examination of human selfishness. The work consists of a large sculptural structure that can be rotated. In
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a synthesized voice the machine solicits assistance from the interactor. If the interactor complies, by rotating the robot, then

its requests become increasingly specific and demanding. The robot only returns to a polite state if no one rotates it, and it

must again solicit assistance. White describes the work in relation to generative behaviour: “There is almost nothing random

in its behavior. What makes the work unpredictable derives entirely from the jostling between its internal program and the

uncertain behavior of humans” [28].

3.4 Complex Systems Theory (Galanter)

Galanter [8] provides a method of characterizing the behaviour of systems according to complexity theory. Complex systems

“. . . typically have a large number of small parts or components that interact with similar nearby parts and components.

These local interactions often lead to the system organizing itself without any master control or external agent being ‘in

charge’ ”. Galanter’s organizational structure is independent of the content and purpose of the artwork and focuses entirely

on behaviour.

Galanter describes a continuum of complexity in terms of information theory: On one end is total order, for example the

repetition of a single character. As this signal involves no variation, it contains no information. On the other end is total

disorder, for example a random string of letters. This signal contains maximum information complexity because it involves

maximum variation and no redundancy. Galanter notes that randomness and chaos are not equivalent: the dynamics of

chaotic systems “. . . are nonlinear and difficult to predict over time. . . ”. Random sequences are also difficult to predict, but

they do not contain the structure and redundancy4 that is present in chaotic systems. The extremes on either end of this

continuum, total disorder and order, often provide aesthetically unremarkable results. It is the regions in the middle of the

continuum that combine redundancy and high degrees of variation.

Another measure of complexity is “Algorithmic Complexity” which is described as follows: “Any system that can be expressed

as a deterministic algorithm can be mapped into a smallest possible program running on a general-purpose computer” [9].

The longer the shortest program, the more complex the algorithm. The problem with this measure is that it mirrors the notion

of information complexity—the incompressibility of a signal does not correlate with its complexity. Galanter cites E. C. Gell-

Mann’s notion of effective complexity, which takes into account that incompressible signals may contain little complexity. In

effective complexity (Figure 1) the continuum is split at the midpoint between order and disorder: complexity increases

as disorder increases, up to a point, and then complexity decreases as disorder increases. The central point is maximum

complexity and balances order and disorder.

4Chaotic systems have some degree of redundancy (repetition).
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Figure 1: Effective Complexity as illustrated by Galanter [8].

Effective complexity can be used to categorize generative systems in terms of the degree of order and disorder in their

behaviour. Unfortunately, this method requires direct and objective measurement of the system’s behaviour, or an analysis

of the algorithm itself. This information is not often available for a particular artwork, which makes analysis difficult. This

method is of most significant value to the generative artist.

Complexity and the quality of a generative system should not be conflated. A simple system with little complexity could

be as aesthetically powerful as a complex system. Artists such as M. C. Escher and Sol Lewitt have used simple ordered

systems in their artwork. Mozart, William Burroughs and John Cage have used simple disordered systems in their practises.

Contemporary generative artists often work with varying degrees of complex systems, from L-Systems through evolutionary

algorithms, to chaotic systems.

3.5 a-life (Whitelaw)

Whitelaw [29] provides an introduction to the a-life art field and a typology of works. A-life is the creation and study of

artificial systems that mimic or manifest properties of living systems. The implicit assumption in a-life is that life can be

understood as systems of related physical mechanisms. If these mechanisms can be fully understood, then the model will

behave like life itself.5 The importance of material and physical processes emphasizes a bottom-up approach where global

complexity arises from the interactions of many simple components—emergence. As a-life art involves a systematic and

autonomous simulation of the principals of life it qualifies as generative. In a-life the organizing framework that situates

choices is rooted in conceptions of biological systems. Whitelaw’s typology is oriented toward the algorithmic structure of

the work. Each of the four types corresponds to a particular a-life technique.

(1) Breeders involve genetic algorithms and are simulations of biological genetics. Reproduction and mutational allow a

simulated evolutionary process that is constrained by fitness criteria. Work in this vein operates at the intersection of biology,

aesthetics and computation. Breeders are entirely determined by their genetic structure and are not situated in a simulated
5For more information on the relation between model / simulation and reality see Katherine Hayles [11] (a-life) and John Searle [24] (the simulation of

understanding).
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environment: “Breeders operate in a coded computational interior, open only to limited interactions, and although they draw

extensively on biological metaphors, the artifacts they generate often seem to belong more to that coded inner space than

to the outer world” [29]. Their evolution is often driven by aesthetic criteria provided by an external operator. The artifacts

produced by such a system are defined entirely by their genetic code, which is often mapped directly to formal attributes of

their appearance.

One of the most famous examples of this type is Karl Sims’ “Genetic Images” [25] , which allows a gallery visitor to select

which member of the population will survive to parent the next generation. The two dimensional images are colourful,

abstract and organic in their appearance.

(2) Cybernatures are agent-based systems that take the modelling of life one step further. Rather than a sterile environment

in which genetic mutations and breeding occur, these systems model entire ecosystems composed of agents that interact in

a virtual world. Agents have various degrees of complexity, from simple systems that eat and breed, to complex examples

that communicate and cooperate. Unlike Breeders, there may be different types of agents that enter into predator/prey

relationships. Like Breeders, these systems exhibit emergent complexity from the interaction of simple components. Each

“agent” is described not just as a set of genetic codes, but as a whole entity that acts in its simulated environment. Whitelaw

describes the relationship between the physical world and the computational space: “In cybernatures, that computational

space begins to open outward in both form and content; the outside is drawn in through the user’s interactive involvement

and mirrored, awkwardly, in these toy worlds” [29].

Christa Sommerer and Laurent Mignonneau’s “Interactive Plant Growing” [26] is an installation involving both virtual and

living biological plants. The viewer interacts with the work by touching the living plants. The viewer’s approach to the plant,

and the final contact, initiates and modulates the growth pattern of six different types of virtual plants existing in a virtual

3D world. The plant forms are generative, with random variation, and user interaction changes their parameters over time.

(3) Hardware a-life works are the manifestation of a-life techniques in physical robotic embodiments. These systems are often

designed using bottom-up approaches, such as Rodney Brooks’ [3] subsumption architecture. These artworks “. . . pull away

from the inner window provided by the computer screen and consciously occupy physical space. . . they all take a deliberate

and difficult step into embodiment. . . ” [29]. This category terminates the progression from “inner to outer worlds” that is

defined by (1) and (2). While Breeders exist only in the cold confines of computer algorithms, cybernatures reach out into

life by integrating more of its features, and perhaps integrating living elements. Hardware artworks are fully situated in our

shared physical world and are not limited to the confines of a screen. Whitelaw describes these devices in similar terms as

Rokeby describes automata: “These artificial, engineered agencies operate like strangely articulated mirrors; we recognize

something familiar and identify with their responsiveness, their actions and interactions. We see some flicker of our own

autonomy reflected in their electromechanical forms. . . ”.

Yves A. M. U. Klein’s “Octofungi” [13] is an eight legged polyurethane sculpture. Its responsive movements resemble that

of a sea anemone. The artwork uses its eight “simple eyes” and a neural network to learn and habituate to its physical

environment. Changes in the environment cause “agitations” that eventually dissipate as the change is habituated. The

movement of the legs manifest internal states corresponding to either fear (agitation) or curiosity.
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(4) Abstract machines are formal explorations of emergence. A major technique applied here is the Cellular Automata, a grid

of cells whose future state is determined by simple rules that depend on the current states of neighbours. Whereas previous

categories have involved the increasing connection between the world and the system, abstract machines are pure in their

focus on internal processes, independent of the world. The choices that define their behaviour are not situated in frameworks

such as genetics, life or embodiment. This divorce is described as the “. . . unhinging of figure and mechanism” [29]. This

movement away from figurative aspects allows increasing flexibility in the algorithms used: “If a-life techniques were not

bound to reproduce lifelike forms, structures, images and behaviours, what else might they produce? What figures and

referents might in turn come into play?” At their core, abstract machines reject connections to the outside word, and

emphasize “form in itself and to processes of growth and transformation”.

Mauro Annunziato and Piero Pierucci produced a series of images using “artificial societies” [1], or multi-agent systems.

These artificial agents interact, reproduce and evolve. The artists note that the integration of interactive elements in these

systems allow “. . . human visitors [to] experience an emotion of a shift from a simplified simulation of the reality to a real

immersion into an imaginary life”6 [1]. The agents require sustenance to survive, which contributes to an overall “energy”

value that reflects their health and ability to procreate. The movement of agents is defined by individual artificial neural

networks that relate input (sensor patterns in the world) to output (agent movement).

The main organizing principal in Whitelaw’s typology is the internal mechanisms that relate the artworks to the world.

Breeders are inspired by notions of biological genetics, but are also abstracted from living genetic systems. Cybernatures

take the relation to the world one step further, by designing virtual worlds in which agents may eat, interact and reproduce.

Hardware projects step entirely out of the virtual and embed themselves in the physical world shared with the viewer. Abstract

machines are the outlier; they reverse this relation to the world and become totally divorced from it. This disconnection allows

greater freedom from constraints in genetics, biology or principals of life. A consequence of this additional freedom is a lack

of a framework that situates an artwork in a broader context.7 Why use one generative algorithm over another if there is no

over-arching framework or model to inform choices?

3.6 Evolutionary Music and Art (McCormack)

McCormack is concerned primarily with evolutionary art, in particular evolutionary music and art (EMA). Dorin and McCor-

mack characterize generative art where “. . . the process or algorithm is as much the ‘art’ as is any physical or virtual artifact

produced” [6]. For McCormack [19], EMA is both an artistic and scientific enquiry where the goals of the research are more

significant than the discipline(s) of the practitioners. He divides the area into two broad categories of goals: (1) According to

art-making / understanding systems, EMA is a means of generating music and images that are meant to function as traditional

art objects and are exhibited to human audiences. (2) In artificial creative systems, EMA is an end to itself that explores the

nature of creativity beyond the context of human models. These two poles emphasize two aspects, the process or the final

artifact. They are not limited in application to evolutionary art, as these poles could be applied to any system meant to create

artifacts or illicit surprise.
6This passage was emphasized in the original text.
7Mathematical theories could provide a constraining framework that balances freedom with a broader context of production.
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(1) Art-making / understanding systems are the most common among current projects. The evolutionary algorithm is a means

for creating audio or visual artifacts that are meant to be appreciated in the same way as their human-made counterparts.

As the final product is a sound or image composition, the quality greatly depends on the domain specific knowledge of

the practitioner. In general, there is a tendency for EMA systems to exhibit very specific styles that are difficult to break

free of. These styles are oriented toward aesthetic tastes as the products are meant to be situated in the context of similar

human-made artifacts. The art is more in the output than it is in the process.

(2) Artificial creative systems attempt to model the processes of creativity in general, and not necessarily to produce art objects

that are appreciated by a human audience. In this case it is the process of creativity that is the central emphasis, not its output.

Creativity can be seen in many different ways, and certainly beyond human-centric conceptions. This approach differs from

most creativity-centred research because it aims to explore processes that are cultural and species independent. A central

research question is: “. . . how could we recognize creative behaviour in artificial systems if it were significantly different from

our understanding of what creative behaviour is?” [19] McCormack’s organization is similar to Wilson’s in that it is oriented

toward the research around the artwork, rather than the properties of the artworks themselves.

Arne Eigenfeldt’s “Coming Together” [7] is a multi-agent music system where agents begin with individual compositions that

slowly integrate into a single ensemble as the agents listen and communicate with one and other. This example is chosen

because it complexifies McCormack’s categories. The output of the system is an artwork that is musical, and meant to be

appreciated by a human audience, and therefore is an art-making / understanding system. On the other hand the work itself

is highly process oriented, and actively rejects the notion that the output should be aesthetically complete: “. . . rather than

generating a complete artwork, the agents interact in real-time: it is the process of convergence that is the artistic focus of the

software and the work itself.” This statement seems to push the work into artificial creative systems. This begs the question:

does the emphasis on output reduce to aesthetic motivation, while the emphasis on process reduce to conceptual motivation?

Each of the organizational structures discussed in this section were meant to apply in particular practises, and yet significant

overlaps exist. Galanter, Manovich and Wilson all provide historical foundations of generative, new media and information

arts. Manovich and Rokeby emphasize the importance of the role of interaction. Wilson and McCormack focus on research

topics, while Galanter and Whitelaw focus on the function of the system through its computational methods or objective

behaviour. The chosen examples are meant to illustrate that while electronic media and generative art have differing char-

acteristics, they are also highly interrelated. Key areas of difference are the apparent importance of technology in Manovich

and Wilson, and the importance of interaction in Rokeby and Manovich. I believe that these differences are consequences

of the lenses through which each theorist-practitioner examines the topic. Technology, interaction and systematic autonomy

are not essential aspects of the broad view in isolation, but form conceptual blocks that can be mixed and matched in various

artworks. The next section provides an analysis of these organizational systems and attempts to integrate them into a broad

framework.
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4 Analysis of Organizational Systems

This section integrates the discussed organizational structures and fields into the unified broad view that includes elements

of new media, electronic media, interactive, evolutionary, generative and a-life art. Table 1 summarizes the central aspects

of each organizational system. The art field is the practise in which the organizational system is meant to apply. The

organizational principal is the aspect of the practise that is used to group artworks. Each theorist-practitioner identifies,

implicitly or explicitly, an essential property of the practise. Each system of organization has a particular structure that defines

how artworks relate to categories.

Theorist Art Field Organizing Principal Essential Property Structure
Manovich New Media Interaction & Structure Interactivity Categorization
Rokeby Interactive Modes of Interaction Interactivity Categorization
Wilson Information Research Topic Technoscience Network

McCormack Evolutionary Research Goals Process as Artifact Categorization
Galanter Generative Complexity Theory System & Autonomy 2D Space
Whitelaw Artificial Life Computational Methods Simulation of Life Categorization

Table 1: Summary of central aspects of each organizational system. The order is determined by the similarities between
systems.

These organizational systems form clusters along various lines. As essential properties define a particular art field, clusters

along this line are highly significant. The most significant demarcation is the relation between the artwork and the viewer—

interactivity. Manovich and Rokeby strongly emphasize interactivity as a central element of their field, although one of

Rokeby’s “modes of interaction” is the absence of interactivity.8 A second major cluster is the importance of automation.

Wilson, Rokeby, Galanter and Whitelaw all discuss non-interactive, autonomous and generative systems. A final cluster

concerns the relation between the field and its dependence, or lack thereof, on technology. Wilson’s organizational system

is arranged around technoscientific research areas, while Manovich divides projects along the lines of internal structure

(database vs. navigable space) which conflates, to some degree, internal structure and mode of interaction. Whitelaw’s

categories correspond to particular computational methods (such as cellular automata, or evolutionary algorithms). Other

theorist-practitioners appear largely agnostic toward particular technologies, and Galanter is adamant that generative art is

independent of particular technologies.

Clusters also appear in the organizing principals: Manovich, Wilson and Galanter all situate their field in a broader histor-

ical context. For Manovich, new media initially emulates older media, in particular cinema, which has its own history of

generative methods. Wilson and Galanter both provide historical examples of technologies and generative methods dating

back to ancient times. McCormack and Wilson both use aspects of research in their organizing systems. Galanter, Whitelaw

and Manovich, are concerned with the internal mechanisms of the computational process, from a mechanical and objective

perspective.

The structure of an organizing system is directly related to how the field is conceptualized. The most common structure is

non-hierarchical categorization, where an item can belong only to a single category and the relations between categories are

8Rokeby’s artistic practise involves making both interactive and non-interactive artworks.
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not well structured. Wilson and Galanter provide alternative organizational structures. Wilson’s structure is a network pop-

ulated by hierarchical categories. Particular artists appear in multiple categories, and each category provides links to related

categories. This reflects the multilayered approaches in information art; a single category is insufficient to encapsulate all as-

pects of a particular artwork or practise. This cross-linking softens the rigidity of the overall hierarchical structure. Galanter’s

structure reflects the notion of effective complexity as a function of order and disorder. This structure is a continuous space,

not a collection of categories, in which artworks can be placed anywhere. Spaces have major benefits in structuring a ty-

pology: (1) As they define the space of a field, they not only include what is well explored (as categories do) but they also

implicitly represent what is unexplored, as the gaps between clusters. (2) The dimensionality of the space defines how many

categories (dimensions) a particular element may belong to. For example, an artwork placed in Galanter’s organizational

structure simultaneously relates to both degree of complexity, and a degree of disorder.9 (3) Spaces are analogue and there-

fore categories can apply to a degree and not simply by Boolean logic. A major difficulty introduced by typological space

is the unclear methodology for determining the degree to which an artwork relates to a certain aspect, without resorting to

categories of degree, for example the Likert-type scale.10

What is the applicability of these organizational systems to the broad view? Both Wilson and Whitelaw cite examples of

artworks that involve both interactive and generative components, which bridge those otherwise independent features. In-

teractive artworks require procedural, or at least manipulable, processes and in order to react to the viewer the system must

operate autonomously. The broad view considers the various fields as frameworks that constrain choices in the design of an

artwork. Knowledge of biology and genetics directly inform the design of computational processes that result in a-life and

evolutionary artworks. The subjective experience of the viewer informs and constrains the design of interactive art systems.

Scientific theories in general inform evolutionary, a-life, information and generative artworks.

This analysis has identified three major clusters across these organizational structures: Interactivity, while associated strongly

with interactive and electronic media art, has a historical precedent in generative arts. Aesthetic selection in projects like

Sims’ are intrinsically interactive and integral to the work. The tension between control and autonomy figures highly amongst

the various organizational systems and is a crucial aspect of the broad view of the practise. Notions of control and autonomy

are objective—they can be determined empirically through an analysis of the causal relations between the system, the viewer

and the artist. Additionally, the role of technology figures highly for many of these theorist-practitioners. If we take the

long view of technology (simply considering them tools) then its clear that the role of technology in these artworks is a

reflection of the era of their production. Any characterization of an artistic practise that is intrinsically dependent on a

certain contemporary technology is flawed, because it does not consider the historical arc of the ideas and methods that

inform that practise. Galanter makes it clear that a generative system can be built from words on paper. Computation, too,

can be realized in any number of forms. For these reasons the role of technology is not essential to the practise. This analysis

has exposed the major features of the broad view that inform the typological space.

9This example ignores the fact that the degree of complexity is a function of the degree of disorder, and therefore the space is actually one dimensional.
10An example of a set of categories that reflect degree: very much, slightly much, not much, slightly little, very little.
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Figure 2: A typological space. The x axis reflects the relationship between the viewer and the system while the y axis reflects
the relationship between the artist and the system.

5 A Typological Space

Interactivity and automation have been identified as core aspects of the broad view. Following from the discussion on spaces,

I propose a typological space, rather than a strict typology. Network structures reflect the underlying complexity of an

artwork more accurately, but do not reflect the degree to which an artwork relates to a particular aspect. The purpose of this

typological space is twofold: (1) The multi-dimensional nature of the space facilities the integration of the diverse features of

the broad view. (2) Its spatial arrangement is meant to structure those features such that unexplored areas can be visualized.

Figure 2 shows a typological space that reflects the major features of the practise—interactivity and automation. The x axis

represents the causal relationship between the viewer and the system. It can be determined through an analysis of the degree

of effect the viewer has on the behaviour / output of the system. The y axis is a corresponding relation between the artist

and the system. Similarly it may be determined through an analysis of the degree of control the artist exerts on the output

of the system.11 A highly directed system has little capacity for emergence as its output is highly prescribed, while a highly

autonomous system is capable of a high degree of variation between the artist’s expectations and actual output.

Rokeby’s notion of an automata is an interactive system where its sensors are not directed squarely at the viewer but consider

the whole environment, of which the viewer is but one aspect. This sensitivity to the environment is a notion of situatedness—

the degree to which a system is embedded in the world. This notion figures highly in my own work, but does not figure

prominently in generative art in general. Situatedness is related to the artistic practise of site-specific art, where the artwork

gives “. . . itself up to its environmental context, being formally determined or directed by it” [15]. By extruding the typological

11This analysis is much more complex than described here, as technological production enters into a complex system of layers of technical and cultural
constraint. That being said, the degree to which an artist intends to direct a work is highly significant, although difficult to measure.
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Figure 3: An extrusion of the proposed typological space. It is composed of three dimensions: x, relation to the viewer, y:
Relation to the artist, and z: relation to the world.

space along this new axis a three dimensional space results, as pictured in Figure 3. This z axis reflects the relation between

the world and the system, and can be determined through an analysis of the effect of the world on the output of the system.

A situated artwork is highly connected to the physical world, in an extreme case reflecting it like a mirror—depending on its

degree of directedness. An isolated artwork has no connection to the world, except perhaps through the viewer and the artist.

The proposed typological space takes into account the major aspects reflected in the analysis of organizational structures.

The spatial aspect of the typology integrates the broad view by linking features of the independent practises, and including

the spaces between them, waiting to be populated.

6 Conclusion

Generative art is not an isolated practise; It is highly related to a broader context. Various theorist-practitioners have defined

and labelled these related practises according to their own lenses and biases. Rather than proposing yet another facet of

an already complex set of theories and labels, I have endeavoured to group them in such a way as to reflect their diversity

and their interrelations. Through an analysis of six organizational structures, essential and structural features have emerged,

both in the structure of the practises themselves, and in the structures used to organize them. At the centre of new and

electronic media, interactive, evolutionary, a-life and generative art is the system, a formal structure that represents relations.

These systems are characterized by some degree of autonomy, they are left to execute their internal processes without the

artist’s intervention. Regardless of the inputs that change the system’s behaviour, be them sensed aspects of the viewer, the

world, or internally generated variation, the system is impacted to some degree. These are the central features that bind

all of these practises into a single broad view. The proposed typological space reflects these essential aspects and allows the
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contextualization, based on causal features, of a very diverse set of artworks and approaches.
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